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About This Game

Fantastic hidden object puzzle adventure game from the creators of Enigmatis and Grim Legends!

Crime Secrets: Crimson Lily is a captivating blend of hidden object challenges, puzzle solving, and daring detective work.

When a grim murder interrupts a private detective's vacation at the very gate to the hotel at which she was going to stay, she puts
her plans for R&R on hold and sets out to do what she does best: solve violent crimes. All she has to go on is a single clue: a

mysterious paper lily attached to the victim's frozen body. Could it be the killer's calling card?

Crime Secrets: Crimson Lily features more than 30 stunning hand-painted hidden object scenes set within a snowy
environment!

Cut off by a blizzard and left to her own devices, the protagonist will need to put her detective skills to work as she questions
possible witnesses, searches for clues, and follows a trail that leads her deep into the dirty dealings of a small town filled with

big fish and other enigmatic characters.

Find clues in the game's unique Detective Mode to solve the mystery!

Was the tragic death of a young journalist, Lilly, a few years back only an accident, or was it somehow connected to the
mysterious new murder? Is the killer trying to send a sinister message? If so, why, and to whom?

Surprising puzzles and unexpected twists!
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As it turns out, there's more to the grim story than meets the eye, and not everyone at the hotel is who they appear to be. Will the
private investigator manage to track down the culprit?

Take the game with you wherever you go!

Sign up to receive our newsletter and play new hidden object puzzle adventures every month!

Captivating adventures, thrilling stories, impossible tales, and eerie mysteries await in our catalog of hidden object puzzle
games!

Look for "Artifex Mundi" to discover more hidden object puzzle adventure games like this one!

Features

More than 30 hand-painted hidden object scenes set within a snowy environment!

Find clues in the game's unique Detective Mode!

Surprising puzzles and unexpected twists!

Test your reasoning skills in challenging mini games!

Determine the killer's identity at all costs!
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Title: Crime Secrets: Crimson Lily
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
One More Level
Publisher:
Artifex Mundi
Release Date: 14 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0b

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Another above par HOG from Artifex Mundi. Personally I like Artifex's games but this one sholud be a little bit better. The plot
is simple. You are a detective who need to solve a series of myterious murders. The voice and the graphics are quite good but
below the average Artifex quality. The hidden object scenes are good but the minigames are simple. If you are not a fan of the
genre don't buy it. Otherwise, don't hesitate to spend some coins.. I liked the winter setting and the overall presentation. The
story i liked because it was somewhat realistic, not involving fantasy creatures or magic.
Gameplay wise it was not bad, but the game is short and mostly too easy. It lacks complexity on everything that makes a good
game in this genre, except the story, which i found somewhat difficult to follow.. i like the plot and it was a simple puzzle to
solve. https://youtu.be/PdJ8q0rSws0

The addition of 'crime scene' reconstruction and selectable difficulty modes are welcome additions the basic 'hidden object'
foundation. The story and puzzles are as convoluted as ever.. Game Mechanics:
The game has hidden-object-scenes and logic puzzles as its core game mechanic.

Plot:
It's a murder mystery, but with a sort of 50s contemporary sci-fi-twist. The characters aren't all that engrossing, but the
perpetrator and the use of the freezing liquid makes it slightly more compelling.

Presentation:
The graphics are pretty decent, though some of the animations are a bit on the long side, and the hidden-object-scenes are
detailed and full of atmosphere. The surroundings, however, though diverse, are a bit bland and could do with a bit more
atmosphere, even though the music is pretty decent. The voice acting also isn't half bad.

Completion:
If you have a spare couple of hours, I suggest you just complete this game, it's pretty doable and shouldn't frustrate you too
much.. A mediocre casual point-and-click adventure that won't wow you, but is still quite playable.

There's a story in it, but it's poorly told, with characters that don't make much sense and that are hard to relate to each other. It
doesn't help when it seems that the voice actors are more bored than you are.

There are the usual hidden-object scenes and puzzles, all easy and unoriginal.

Still, the game's graphics are polished and fit well with the atmosphere. It's not a bad way to spend a couple of hours.

Finally, thank you so much, devs, for supporting Linux!. I got this game as part of a bundle - I personally would not pay the full
price for it.

Overall I enjoyed this game and think it is worth a play if you enjoy hidden object games. The artwork and music were both
well-done and the hidden object scenes were not too difficult - though I wish there had been more. Achievements are relatively
easy to complete and I was able to get 100% completion. I finished the game in 3 hours.

The game felt very short to me. This is a personal preference, but I like hidden object games that require some "exploring" and
backtracking to previously visited rooms. This game did not really require that except in a couple of cases, so it made the game
feel very short because you complete all tasks in one room and then just move onto the next and do the same. Again, I recognize
this is a personal preference but I thought I would mention it.

There is also some awkward English and typos throughout which I do feel detracts from these types of games.. Good hog game,
what stand out most is story that is present all the time not like in many other there is some story bit at the beginning and then
random puzzles and ho scenes and little bit of story at the end. Other than that it's pretty much like every other HOG game out
there but it feels more polished and more enjoyable to play.. https://youtu.be/PdJ8q0rSws0

The addition of 'crime scene' reconstruction and selectable difficulty modes are welcome additions the basic 'hidden object'
foundation. The story and puzzles are as convoluted as ever.. Most of the objects that you pick up need to used right away and
"adventure tasks" and usually contained to 1-2 areas, so there isn't much to explore. Story related tasks ("find the clues at crime
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scenes") seem artificial and tedious, I found myself mostly skipping them or got past them by clicking randomly while the Skip
button was charging (those tasks require no skill whatsoever and are simply frustrating). Apart from that the game is rather, you
can easily finish it in under 2h. There are a lot of much better games from the same developer, I would not bother unless you've
picked it up in a bundle.
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I know that Artifex Mundi games are light on science, but they don't get police work right at all. They do collect clues, but
attempting to determine the order of things without any tools? Incredibly difficult. UV lamps don't work that way, either - hand
prints aren't discovered by UV lighting, which is used to find blood and other fluids that may have been cleaned up.. Great HOG
with a good engine, hilariously awful plot and writing, and relatively simple puzzles. Took me about two hours to play through
this game and you can actually enjoy the story without being bogged down by unnecessary things.
. For the price, this game is definitely not worthwhile. The animations are...not good. The English translations are, at times, way
off. There were a couple of hidden object scenes I had to complete by random clicking because the clues were not correctly
translated. Other than that, the puzzles were pretty simple, which is nice if you're tired and headachy but probably wouldn't be
so nice if you're alert. And it was quite a short game, even for a HOG (my actual play time is much less than what Steam shows,
as I got called away from my computer and left the game up for several hours). If this is part of a bundle, I'd say go for it, but
otherwise, try a different game.. It`s not bad, but I wouldn`t say it`s entirely good. I liked the story and it had some interesting
elements different from other HOG`s.

Playing on easiest is too easy. I finished game perfectly (with all achievements) in just 3 hours. I`m not really going for a
challenge in these games - I mostly like to enjoy the story, but even like that I finish HOG`s avaregely in 4 - 5 hours.

Visually it`s good, not really much to say about it. But it`s very straight forward. You never have something in your inventory
that you don`t need at the moment, but if you missed it you can`t get further. Everything revolves around 2-3 scenes at a
moment. This makes the game kind of boring at times.

There`s not much to say actually. It`s OK game.. This is an Ok HOG. You end up at a hotel to solve a murder. If we had a
ranking system I'd say it gets a 3/5. Buy if it's on sale.

Traverse the dream worlds to solve a frightening mystery!:

Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!.  The voice of Dark Souls to sing on My Brother Rabbit!:

Artifex Mundi has partnered with Emi Evans – the voice behind NieR: Automata and Dark Souls to collaborate on a song
"Dreams", together with Arkadiusz Reikowski (Layers of Fear, Kholat, >observer_). Recently, the duo met in London to recap
the project and record a brief documentary about the experience that you can watch here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pxBA1r5AL3o
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The song Dreams is available for free on Bandcamp, Soundcloud and Youtube, soon on Spotify and iTunes.

https://youtu.be/25rsEmVhQaI

----

My Brother Rabbit is a beautifully drawn exploration adventure and puzzle game set in a surreal world that mixes reality with a
child’s imagination. The game will be out on September 21st on Steam, PlayStation 4, Xbox One, Nintendo Switch, Humble
Bundle, GOG, Windows Store and Mac Appstore.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/855640/My_Brother_Rabbit/
. Demon Hunter returns!:

Defeat the Evil as the last remaining Demon Hunter!

Twenty years ago, in a frightening battle Dawn Harlock stopped the Archdemon Ragnar from descending upon the world.
Dawn’s foster father professor Ashmore died when trying to prevent the demon from breaking into this world. She realized than
that she is the last remaining member of the mysterious ancient order of demon hunters and the last one standing in the fight
against evil threatening to unravel this world. Her biggest concern was always to prepare for Ragnar’s return as it was already
foretold. But Dawn kept herself busy as a detective, solving paranormal cases around the world and visiting mysterious places
where the dark forces are hiding. One day she receives a call from a mysterious doctor Stuart Williams, who claims to be Dawns
foster father’s long-time friend. He promises valuable information about Dawns biological parents that may shed some light on
her own past. She will embark on a mystery adventure that will change everything forever.

Demon Hunter 2: New Chapter will be available with a 40% discount in a time limited promotion.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/465720
. Crimson Lilly blooms best in the snow!:
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Crime Secrets: Crimson Lily is a mature crime story inspired by the films and shows of the 90s that takes place within a small
snowy holiday resort town. When a grim murder interrupts a private detective’s vacation at the very gate to the hotel at which
she was going to stay, she puts her plans for R&R on hold and sets out to do what she does best: solve violent crimes. All she has
to go on is a single clue: a mysterious paper lily attached to the victim’s frozen body. Could it be the killer’s calling card? Cut off
by a blizzard the protagonist will need to follow a trail that leads her deep into the dirty dealings of a small town filled with big
fish. Was the tragic death of the young journalist, Lilly, a few years back only an accident, or was it somehow connected to the
mysterious new murder? As it turns out, there’s more to the grim story than meets the eye, and not everyone at the hotel is who
they appear to be.

The game will be available with a 40% discount for a limited time.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/465170/
. Revisit the magic world of Slavic legends!:
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The Sorcerer’s Mirror presents another chapter of the adventures of Mary, a botanist from the first Eventide. This time Mara
has to release her niece Jenny from the clutches of Tvardovsky the immortal wizard, who kidnapped the girl during a trip into
the mountains. Mary will do everything to rescue this girl – she will venture into an ancient forest filled with a mysterious power
and walk along the steep mountain paths and the ruins, where she’ll meet imps, phantoms, and other mystical creatures from
Eastern and Central European fairy tales. To defeat the sorcerer, she’ll have to solve the mystery of the enchanted village and
make very unusual allies, such as the famous 17th-century outlaw Yanosik. Will she reveal the secrets of Master Tvardovsky
before it’s too late?

The game launches with a 40% discount for a limited time.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/510650?beta=0

. Easter Eggs in Irony Curtain:
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Comrades!

Before we announce some more details about the Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with Love (which you can still add to wishlist
by the way), we have something very special for classic adventure games fans!

Although Matryoshkans love potatoes the most, there’s also one more thing close to our hearts. It’s eggs. Easter eggs to be exact.

Irony Curtain is set in the 50s, but we did our best to spice it up a little with pop culture references from modern movies,
comics, games and classic point & clicks. It’s kind of mandatory thing when creating the classic adventure game.

Overall, we keep the balance between the story and the references, and there are places you will have a hard time finding them,
but sometimes we literally go crazy with Easter eggs in some locations.

Just look at the screenshot below and try to find all the references we’ve hidden there. There’s also a hint under spoiler below:
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ANSWERS:
1. key in the shape of Sauron's Eye
2. shape of the island from Monkey Island
3. sketch of a key game from Machinarium
4. crow from Enigmatis 2
5. Pirates of the Carribean key
6. Konami Code

The medals are more monothematic because they are all inspired by the works of one studio. Can you guess what every one of
them refers to?
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Don't forget to add Irony Curtain to wishlist!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/866190/Irony_Curtain_From_Matryoshka_with_Love/. Find the Vulcan's Hammer!:

You play as Amelia, a brilliant expert on Roman mythology and a new asset of the Myth Seekers agency. Your assignment is to
continue the investigation of a fellow operative who recently vanished under mysterious circumstances. The first order of
business is to locate the Venusian Codex and get in touch with an Italian agent named Lorenzo. Together you will need to track
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down the powerful artifact called Vulcan's Hammer. Time is of the essence as evil forces are also looking for the relic. During
this stunning adventure you will travel across Italy, solving countless puzzles and looking for clues in hidden object scenes.
Learn the truth behind the destruction of Pompeii and face off against the enemies of the Agency as you race to prevent another
catastrophe!

Don’t forget to add the game to your steam wishlist ��

http://store.steampowered.com/app/657040/The_Myth_Seekers_The_Legacy_of_Vulcan/
. The Final Showdown with the Preacher!:

Enigmatis 3: The Shadow of Karkhala is the finale of the highly acclaimed series developed by the Polish studio that takes the
player to Karakorum – full of mystic temples, mysterious caves, picturesque villages, and inaccessible mountains brimming with
wildlife.

In the aftermath of the dramatic events in Ravenwood Park, the detectives return to Maple Creek in the hope of finding clues
that will help to establish the whereabouts of the demonic Preacher. Thanks to their cunning and relentlessness, they discover
the final destination of their nemesis: among inaccessible mountains at the end of the world, in an ancient monastery clinging to
the upper reaches of a snow-covered mountain, lies the secret that might help him seize control of the world!

Time is of the essence. Drawn into the struggle between the forces of light and darkness, the detectives will need to double their
efforts to unravel the secret of the mysterious Karakorum temple and deal with the Preacher once and for all. What lurks in the
ancient monastery? What grim secrets have brought the Preacher there and what is his purpose? Will the protagonists be able to
stop him now that he’s more powerful than ever?

Enigmatis 3 will be available on Steam with a 40% discount for a limited time.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/495110

. THE MAGICAL ADVENTURE BECKONS!:
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 A promising alchemy student, Eliana, is sent on a mission to retrieve a powerful artifact. During her quest, she will fight mortal
dangers and face tragedies from the past. Can she prove herself worthy of becoming a true alchemist? Found on the doorstep of
the prestigious Zora Academy of Alchemy, she became a very promising young student by the age of 16. In order to complete
her training, she is being sent on a dangerous mission to retrieve a powerful artifact.

During this quest, she will meet many kinds of danger, solve a variety of riddles, explore a vast kingdom, and relive the tragic
history of her childhood. Follow Eliana on her mission to save her hometown and help her to save the people she loves. Tackle
the evil forces behind a deadly betrayal and prove yourself to be a true alchemist in Queen's Quest 3: The End of Dawn.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/589690
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